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ERA delivers its systems
to oil rig in nigeria

E

RA (a member of OMNIPOL group) announced that it had been awarded a contract to implement a WAM and ATM system
monitoring the air traffic of helicopters flying
to Gulf of Guinea (Niger Delta), in Nigeria, Africa. ERA will deliver 39 stations. The contract
was signed by the end user, the Nigerian Air

Space Management Authority (NAMA) in Lagos on 12th April 2018. NAMA puts its trust in
ERA thanks to a reference from a previous oil
rig monitoring system for Holland ANSP LVNL
already in operations for three years in the
North Sea. ERA also has a great deal of experience with projects in Africa.
> Page 3

ERA has reached one
billion in revenue

E

RA company had a profit of 227 million
Czech crowns (€ 8.9 million) last year with
total revenues exceeding one billion crowns
(€ 40,251 thous.). The economic results were
approved by the auditing process in May.
ERA has managed to complete the
contract process with new customers who
have purchased civil ATM systems and
surveillance and reconnaissance VERA-NG
systems, the “flagship” in its portfolio.
ERA has also continued the process to
broaden its market offerings with more
complex solutions for ATC authorities and
other air space users. ERA now offers “more
than sensors”: ATM systems, Command and
Control systems, flight incident investigation
tools and drone zone planning applications.
New facilities such as modern laboratories,
a special anechoic chamber and a VERA
training simulator have substantially
improved the ability to provide FATs and
efficient schooling and deliver enhanced
products with better quality over shorter
time frames.

ERA participated in Baltic CESMO Trial 2018
ERA company has been involved
in the international Baltic CESMO
Trial, part of Unified Vision 2018
at PUTLOS military training area in
the north of Germany from 14 to
28 June.

E

RA supported the 53rd EW&RECCE
regiment during its training campaign
with the deployed VERA-NG system. BCT18
became part of the larger international trial
Unified Vision (UV18) 2018.
The goal of the trial was to test new
procedures in electronic warfare information
collection, exchange, fusion and evaluation
according to AEDP 13 and STANAG 4658
CESMO. The EW product was distributed
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to EWCC and shared between other NATO
nations in the form of C-EOB formats and Link
16. The tasking of the unit was provided from
SEWOC in Ramstein.
VERA-NG was, amongst other assets,
integrated to CESMO/EWCC contributing
to the Common Operational Picture. Capt.
Petr Kos stated: “Cooperation between ERA
company and the Czech Army was effective.

We were truly pleased that soldiers had the
opportunity to try to operate the new VERANG system in the CESMO.” Immediate and
direct feedback from soldiers is key for the
company‘s further developments.
Cooperation between Czech and German
units, regarding CESMO testing and evolution,
is already turning into a long tradition and
successful story. “We highly appreciate the
contribution provided by the Czech Army
and ERA in deploying the recent VERA-NG
system for trials. VERA-NG successfully
proved its capability to be integrated into the
CESMO network. The international aspect of
the trial also helped the NATO community
practice procedures and reach a higher level
of interoperability,” said Trial manager Lt. Col.
Marco Moehling.

www.era.aero
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ERA´s system to cover the TMA of
Sulaimaniyah Airport in kurdistan

ERA announced that it had been awarded a contract to implement a WAM and ATM system covering
the Terminal Manoeuvring Area of Sulaimaniyah International Airport in Kurdistan, an autonomous
region of the Republic of Iraq.

E

RA will deliver a composite multilateration
and ADS-B system for surveillance of
aircraft approaching the airport, covering the
lower flight level to an extension of 50 NM.
ERA won the tender and will supply eight
ground stations of its tried and tested MSS
(Multi-sensor Surveillance System) and the
ATM system ERIS.
The contract was signed by the prime
contractor, the company Waypoint and
Kurdistan Regional Government in December
2017 as a result of a tendering process
organized by the end user - Sulaimaniyah
International Airport.

“This is an important project which ensures
that Sulaimaniyah International Airport has
the best available technology. The newly
implemented multilateration system will
operate independently without any support
of traditional radar and is hereby a fullfledged replacement for the procedural air
traffic management used until now,” stated
Mr. Taher Abdallah, Director of Sulaimaniyah
airport.
MSS by ERA is a modular system easily
adaptable to any terminal and wide area
requirements as well as all terrain challenges.
Due to their resistance to adverse weather

conditions, low power consumption and their
minimal impact on the environment, the
WAM sensors can be easily mounted in the
Kurdistan mountains and will therefore be
able to cover the TMA of the airport, which is
located in the middle of the valley.
The team of ERA experts carried out a site
survey and chose appropriate locations for
the stations. The Factory Acceptance Tests
are finished and the new equipment is about
to be installed and become operational in the
first quarter of 2019.
Sulaimaniyah International Airport is a
new airport established in 2005, located 15
kilometres outside the city of Sulaimaniyah,
in Iraqi Kurdistan and has three terminals.
Kurdistan, literally „homeland of the Kurds“
or Greater Kurdistan, is a roughly defined
geo-cultural region where the Kurdish people
form a prominent majority population and
where their language, culture and national
identity have historically been based. Current
use of the term refers to the following areas:
south-east Turkey, northern Iraq, northwest Iran and northern Syria. Iraqi Kurdistan
first gained autonomous status in a 1970
agreement with the Iraqi government.

New Technology Standard Meetings of eurocae
took place in the New ERA Headquarters

E

urocae working groups meetings have
been taking place all over Europe. After
hosting and co-hosting several meetings in
Prague, ERA has proudly hosted the first WG103 meeting in its brand-new headquarters in
Pardubice.
This joint Asterix and Eurocae meeting was
focused on finalizing drafts for the Open Consultation process leading to the release of
the first INCS (Independent non-cooperative
surveillance) standard. This standard should
define one set of requirements for upcoming
MSPSR technology as well as for classic primary radars. Apart from the ED standard,
new ASTERIX cat 15 and 16 were attempting
to define unambiguous interface for the fusi-
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the ribs and beers,“ stated Andrew Desmond
Kennedy, the Secretary of the WG group.

About WG-103

on of ATC systems. The main issues in testing
and verification chapters were solved at this
meeting.
“We were all impressed by the whole range
of issues ranging from the amazing offices
and facilities, the quality of the manufactured products, through to the deliciousness of

WG-103 Independent Non-Cooperative
Surveillance will develop a system agnostic
Technical Specification for non-cooperative
surveillance sensors. These will be supplemented when necessary with technique
(multi/bi-static or mono-static, passive and/
or active) or frequency specific aspects (the
operating spectrum will influence the clutter
and target modeling) which may necessitate
annexes specific to different high-level sensor
types. Such specifications will include guidelines to assist ANSPs procuring such systems.

www.era.aero
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ERA obtained Chinese Permit
Certificate as the only foreign
manufacturer of mlat systems
ERA is pleased to announce that CAAC China has issued the Permit Certificate which makes the
company the only manufacturer with permission to deliver all airport surface, TMA and WAM
surveillance systems and in addition vehicle tracking systems to Chinese ANS authorities.

C

hinese CAAC has extremely straightforward
regulations on what aviation systems can
be used at any Chinese airport, stated by a
strict process of certification. Only the leading
technologies in the world are invited to apply
for the Permit Certificate testing and only
systems with a Permit Certificate are allowed
to be delivered and installed in the country.
ERA obtained this certificate at the end of
April 2018.

„CAAC China hopes ERA can
contribute more to air traffic safety in China in the future.“
Luo Ming Ju, expert of China ATM
The testing itself was very complicated and
sophisticated. The entire process has been
managed and approved by a committee of
experts - a group of roughly ten specialists
from different provinces of China. The
certificate was awarded to ERA after a

gruelling round of test evaluations consisting
of factory tests and in situ tests of the system
installed at the airport.
“Throughout the entire Permit Certificate
testing process over the last 12 months, we
experienced excellent co-operation between
Air Traffic Control specialists from the Czech

Republic and China,” stated Jimmy Chan, the
participant of the evaluation meetings.
As a result, ERA is the only manufacturer
who is qualified to import multilateration
systems and the only supplier who has a Permit
Certificate on all ground, TMA and WAM
systems. ERA also has the Permit Certificate
for SQUID thus being the exclusive certified
vendor of vehicle tracking transmitters. In
addition, ERA helps CAAC establish standards
for the multilateration technology used at
Chinese airport as well as set up the Permit
Certificate testing procedure in China.
“CAAC China hopes ERA can contribute
more to air traffic safety in China in the
future,” added Luo Ming Ju, the expert of
China ATM.
Over the last decade ERA has already
delivered four surveillance systems to Chinese
airports: in Beijing, Shanghai, Changsha and
Zhengzhou. ERA won the international tender
last year to install the fifth system at the
“meant to be largest” airport in the world in
the Beijing southern quarter of Daxing.

ERA delivers its systems to oil rig in nigeria, africa
continued from page 1:
Its systems have been successfully functioning in four other African countries:
Egypt, Namibia, Uganda and South Africa
with Namibia being the largest WAM system
worldwide.
NAMA provides flight information services
for helicopters in the Gulf of Guinea area to
support their oil and gas operations. There
has been a need of a surveillance and tracking
system to provide flight information to pilots
flying to oil platforms. NAMA wants to
increase the level of air traffic safety and thus
requires a reliable, cost effective and robust
solution that withstands the typical tropical
climate of heavy rains plus 50° Celsius and to
be resistant against corrosion of the salty air
environment.

ERA will supply its mature composite
(Multilateration and ADS-B) system NEO
along with the ATM system ERIS. The
project is planned to be completed by 2020
and is currently in the phase of site survey

preparations, which should take place
during this autumn ERA will cooperate with
a local sub-contractor, the logistics company,
Cathedral (West Africa) Limited which will
provide logistic support for the installations.
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TECHNOLOGY

VERA-NG Simulator - new training tool
for the Passive ESM Tracker
The VERA-NG training simulator is a military reconnaissance tool, which provides training of
passive tracking and electronic intelligence systems.

Key Benefits:
• One receiving station to analyze real
signals for advanced training.
• Any type of battlefield scenario (airspace, ground or navy)
• No need to deploy the entire system
with four site stations
• Developed in cooperation with the
Department of Radiolocation at the
University of Defense in Brno

OPERATORS
WORKPLACE

T

he simulator system consists of the VERANG console as a workplace for operators
(trainees), a simulator console as a workplace
for instructors (trainers), a central processing
station and receiving universal military
module.
The training simulator significantly decreases the time needed for new users to obtain needed experience without affecting the
performance of the operational system. The
training can be carried out using data from
prepared scenarios or data from one receiving

station. Off-line data from another VERA-NG
system can also be replayed.
ERA can deliver various scenarios reflecting
the following themes or ERA experts can create
any scenario on demand to create situations
which might be extremely rare or almost
impossible to find in the real environment:
SCENARIOS:
• Navigation flights
• Dog fights
• AWACS monitoring

INSTRUCTOR
WORKPLACE

TRACKING
DISPLAY

HYPERBOLIC
DISPLAY

3D scenario overview

COMMAND
& CONTROL

TECHNICAL
ANALYSIS

scenario
editor

• Air support JTAC
• Area mapping
• Border crossing

MIps - handy coverage simulation tool

M

IPS (MIssion Planning System) represents
a comprehensive coverage simulation
tool for distributed surveillance systems with
a support of single site coverage that may
represent a coverage of traditional radar.
MIPS was originally developed to support
the decision-making process of the commander when preparing VERA recce missions
through tools serving for an optimization of
deployment of its stations by means of available geographic data. MIPS was later supplemented by additional functionalities to
support the deployment process of other ERA
systems such as MSS, WAM, PAR and MSPSR.
MIPS is supported by digital terrain model
providing map data and geographic data (vector and raster data) in various map projecti-
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Key functionalities:

ons to create map environment over the area
of interest where candidate sites for location
of ground station satisfying terrain analysis
criteria are searched. Once located the user
can verify site locations for available infrastructure, accessibility (e.g. roads), etc. and
re-locate stations as appropriate.

• Various types of analysis – including single
site LOS, coverage and accuracy simulations
• User-friendly HMI
• Vector and raster maps support
• Predefined set of map backgrounds –
including Open Street map or similar
offline alternatives
• Advanced measurement and terrain
profile tools
• Direct export/import of sites and polygons
into Google Earth
• PSS Definition Wizard – automatic/semi-automatic tool which helps to an operator to find and optimal PSS deployment
• Sites and 3D objects database

www.era.aero
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radar Symposium in bonn
supported By ERA

T

he twentieth annual International Radar
Symposium (IRS) was held in Germany
this year. ERA as one of the key player on the
surveillance market, was the main partner of
the event for the second time.
“We view support for this type of event as
very important and useful for future development in the field of radiolocation. Exchange
of experience is truly necessary in today’s dynamic technology expansion”, said Milan Stary, Marketing and Communication Director.
The main scope and aim of IRS 2018 is to
provide a platform for sharing information
and experience within the worldwide radar
community including academic and industrial

professionals. Academics, researchers, engineers, system analysts, graduate and undergraduate students, government and non-government organizations shared and discussed
theoretical and practical knowledge over
three energizing days in the four conference
halls of Maritim hotel in Bonn.
Prof. Dr. Hermann Rohling, founder of IRS,
has led the conference for 20 years: “I’m really happy I succeeded in my original aim to
connect the worldwide community of radar
researchers and experts and create a platform for sharing knowledge and experience.
I appreciate ERA company’s support of our
event and its contributions to IRS”.

ERA-BHC provides the sw
platform “Cyber Hygiene” to
Technical University

ERA introduced
vera simulator at
conference PVO 2018

ERA and her parent company
OMNIPOL took part in the PVO 2018
annual conference in April. The 19th year
of the traditional event was organised by
the Department of Air Defence Systems
at the club of the Faculty of Military
Technology of the University of Defence
in Brno. This year the highlight topic was
Air Defence Training and Exercise for
Future Combat.
ERA participated as one of the partners
and its training expert from the Schooling
Department delivered the lecture “VERANG Training Simulator: A tool to train
operators of PET using various scenarios
of the airspace situation” along with a
live presentation of the system – read
also article on page 4.

ERA and R-SYS
presented at
congress in Slovakia

T

he company ERA-BHC CS, a subsidiary
of ERA and a member of OMNIPOL
group, signed a co-operation agreement
together with Masyryk Institute of Advenced
Studies and the Estonian company CybExer
Technologies OÜ, which includes a contract
to provide the software platform “Cyber
Hygiene” plus consultancy free of charge.
“I believe we can offer more information
about cyber threats not only to students, but
also in the future to the general public” said
Daniel Dunovský, CEO of ERA-BHC and added: “Our goal is to provide comprehensive
services about cyber security to a wide range
of customers in the commercial and non-commercial sphere.”
This two year contract includes a new
exclusive e-learning training platform meant

for testing and educating users in cyber security. This educational system is a product of
ERA-BHC and CybExer.
The contract was signed in the presence of
His Excellency Sten Schwede, the Ambassador of the Estonian Republic, on the 20 April
2018 by the representatives of all three parties.

ERA and R-SYS representatives had
been invited to actively take part in
the conference Airspace for All and Air
Navigation Services organized by the
Flight Preparation Department of the
Technical University of Košice in April.
They presented the ERA ATM portfolio
and specifically the IXO SYSTEM, a
comprehensive solution with a focus
on pilot pre-flight briefing IXO PILOT,
and the second generation of software
solution IXO RPAS that integrates RPAS
into the ATM environment.
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ERA at WATM Congress in Madrid
enjoyed the business ATMosphere

E

RA company exhibited its tried and tested
technologies for aircraft surveillance and
air traffic management and their innovations
at the World ATM Congress – the largest
international ATM exhibition and conference
held at IFEMA trade-park in Madrid, Spain.
This event, co-organized by CANSO and
ATCA was held from 6 to 8 March 2018.
According to official CANSO information,
there were 237 exhibitors, 260 speakers and
8,542 registrants from 136 countries taking
part in over 100 different conference sessions.
ERA sales and product managers, along
with experts from ERA’s Slovak subsidiary R-SYS, took advantage of the presence of a
number of important partners as well as new
potential customers to negotiate business
issues. They presented references concerning
the operational installations of ERA composite multilateration and ADS-B systems as well

Always busy ERA and R-sys stand in
watm exhibition hall.

ERA promoted its portfolio
of defence products at
Eurosatory in Paris

as novelties in its portfolio suitable for ATM
such as ERA Integrated System ERIS and IXO
by R-SYS. The main highlight of the joint ERA
and R-SYS presentation was the flight and
drone zone planner IXO. The Head of R-SYS
Marketing held a live presentation of the IXO
system for the participants in the ERA event
Happy Hour and his colleagues took several
interviews for the media.
IXO system represents a comprehensive
solution that seamlessly integrates information on manned and unmanned aircraft operations and provides real-time aeronautical
information for all airspace users.
The World ATM Congress brings together
developers, experts and air navigation service
providerd to join conference sessions, product demonstrations and launches, contract
closures and educational and networking
opportunities.

ERA exhibited at
Malaysia’s DSA 2018

ERA took part in the Eurosatory defence and security exhibition
held at the international conference centre in Paris in June.

E

RA company exhibited its military solutions
as part of the joined exhibiting stand of the
Czech official delegation. This boost to the
Czech Republic’s defence industry was linked
with the 100th anniversary of the founding of
the country.
ERA, along with its parental company
OMNIPOL, presented the last generation of
PET system VERA-NG and its training simulator
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along with the L-39 training fighter by Aero
Vodochody to various delegations of army
specialists. The presentation was focused on
VERA’s benefits for electronic warfare.
The VERA-NG has traditionally been
used for electronic intelligence gathering;
soaking up the RF emissions from various
platforms to build an electronic order of
battle as well as sovereign threat libraries.
ERA is currently witnessing expanded uses
for its VERA-NG passive surveillance system
beyond traditional EW functions, evolving
to surveillance missions and utilisation in
ground-based air defence (GBAD) networks.
Eurosatory brings together the entire
defence and security industry to source the
latest equipment and systems and generate
new business opportunities. This year‘s
exhibition brought together over 1,802
exhibitors from 63 countries, 57,056 visitors
from 153 countries.

E

RA and OMNIPOL presented their military
systems, namely PET VERA-NG at the 16th
edition of the exhibition and conference
DSA 2018 (Defence Services Asia) in Kuala
Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia, April 16 – 19.
Their shared exposition booth was visited by
several VIP delegations as part of the event.
The exhibition consisted of 30 international
pavilions attended by more than 350 delegations from 45 countries, 1,500 participating
companies from 60 nations and 43,000 trade
visitors from 70 countries. There was also a
side event: NATSEC Asia 2018 – the International Exhibition on National Security for Asia.
The main asset of the shows is to display the
world’s sophisticated hardware & electronic
warfare in land, air & sea defence, battlefield
healthcare products/technology, training &
simulation systems and security peripherals.

www.era.aero
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LIfe of ERA community in photos

The equipment for significant project is getting ready. The smag masts recently „occupied“ the entire premises and
mercedes vehicles have undergone serie of grueling tests (mobility test, immersion in water, dust proof test etc.)
ERA branch office in prague moved
to reconstructed omnipol building
Nekazanka in capital´s centre.

Team building events for ERa
employees include „on bike to work“
competition (below) and so called
gladiator race in mud.
ERA experts took part of several
workshops: Zofin forum in prague
focused on czech Armed forces
(above) and EW europe in lausanne
dedicated to electronic warfare
issues.
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media coverage

media coverage - ERA in news

Read more at www.era.aero in section About ERA/media centre.

About ERA:
ERA (the member of OMNIPOL
group) is a leading company in multilateration, multistatic surveillance,
and reconnaissance technology. We
develop, manufacture and implement mission-critical systems for
military and civil purposes. Over last
2 decades, ERA has reached number of more than 100 installations,
deployed in over 60 countries on 5
continents with 24/7 operations fulfilling demanding customer requirements.
ERA has developed unique passive
surveillance system VERA-NG tailored
for air, maritime and land target
surveillance and reconnaissance
for defence and electronic warfare
purposes. In parallel, ERA made air
traffic control history when deploying
the first multilateration system and
introducing gate-to-gate surveillance.
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